Audio Hardware Assignment

Part 1: Equipment List

The event will be a small, private recording session with Redbird Records in a stu, and will feature members of a lesser known band by the name of Ludo. There will be two male performers:

- Andrew Volpe will provide the lead vocals and use the following equipment:
  - Epiphone DR-212 Dreadnought 12-String ($169.00)
  - Shure SM7B ($349.00)
  - Sennheiser e609 Silver ($109.95)
  - Pro Co EXM-20 Excellines Microphone Cable - 20' ($24.99) (x2)
    - Extended Cost: $49.98
  - AKG K240 Studio - Semi-Open, Pro Studio Headphones ($99.00)

- Tim Convy will provide backup vocals and percussion, using the following equipment:
  - Latin Percussion LP004-GLO Egg Shakers ($5.99)
  - Shure SM57 ($99.00)
  - Shure SM7B ($349.00)
  - Pro Co EXM-20 Excellines Microphone Cable - 20' ($24.99) (x2)
    - Extended Cost: $49.98
  - AKG K240 Studio - Semi-Open, Pro Studio Headphones ($99.00)

- Together, they will use:
  - Zoom R24 ($499.99)

- Total Cost: $1780.89

Each item was chosen because it was identified in the Sweetwater Registry as efficient when working with acoustics, and as the entire performance is an acoustic recording session those products seemed most useful. Every product will be provided by sweetwater, and the power requirements are minimal enough that Redbird Records will have no trouble accounting for
them. I will not be providing any speakers, let alone a subwoofer, because a recording session is not the appropriate time or place for such.